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ATTENTION
This Utility Token is not a securities offering or collective investment scheme, nor does
it require registration or approval from the Monetary Authority of Singapore, and in accordance
with international financial standards.
Taxpayers are recommended to read this document carefully and carry out the due
evaluation. This White Paper was developed with the collaboration of our financial market advisors
and our legal advisors.

1. General Notice
Taxpayers are recommended to carefully read this document and carry out the due
risk assessment, according to their personal definitions.
The XTrader Arb Token (XARB) was offered in the form of a Smart Contract - BEP20,
Binance Smart chain technology and, before the very essence of this technology, once executed,
this contract cannot be changed.
You acknowledge that XTrader Softwares LLC does not act as a tax agent and
understands that you are responsible for following the tax laws in force in your countries.
This White Paper consists of a project prospectus called XTrader Arb, with the
prediction of objectives, and structure, strategic map of implementation, legal elements that
involve the type of segment and the context in which it is included. The prospectuses made here
in this place do not give any guarantee to the user that all the forecasts contained in this
documento will be met, since they depend on external and market factors.
Any loss, loss or disadvantage that the user may have or identify due to participation
in the project are assumed and absorbed exclusively by the project.
In general, users and participants of this type of project understand that when they
enter the Cryptomarket, they will enter ahigh-risk operation that can result in losses on the
amount spent. No information provided in this White Paper or on our websites should be
considered as investment advice. XTrader Softwares LLC does not offer any of its users the option
to purchase or sell tokens as a
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investment.
The user is aware that he/she is subject to the rules and laws in force in the country in
which Lives.

2. XTrader and XARB
XTrader Arb (XARB) is a utility token created on the Binance Smart Chain platform
created by XTrader Softwares LLC, a company based in Delawale, USA, which develops automation
systems (Robots) for the financial market, especially for the FOREX - Foreign Exchange market.
XTrader offers in its portfolio the possibility of acquiring various types of products and
services. Automation systems (Robots) can be purchased for a set time, with monthly payments
or with the purchase of a lifetime license. The services provided by the company include the
provision of a VPS to allocate The MT4s, the installation and configuration of our systems and the
sale of presets (presets and tested), as well as upgrades of these presets. The company also has
the services of monitoring and supervising the accounts of customers who use our products
charging a performance fee in which the company only wins if the customer wins.
With the implementation of the XARB Project, all products and services offered by
XTrader Softwares LLC can be paid with the token,in which case there will also be advantageous
discounts. In the case of monitoring and supervision services, XARB may also be used for the
discounted payment of the performance rates of automated strategy systems used by XTrader
Softwares LLC in the Forex market.
XARB's usefulness will not be restricted to XTrader products and services, as the
company will also seek other partnerships to accept the token as a form of payment and discounts
on their products and services. On this radar, companies that also offer physical products, not just
companies with digital products, will be activated by our team.
Even though it is not an investment token, initially, the advantage that XTrader Arb
(XARB) brings, by virtue of its launch price, is the possibility of acquiring a token with great
potential for appreciation, since, as it will be used as a form of payments and discounts of products
and services, will generate a huge interest in investors and the community in general, probably
making the price rise precipitously.
It should not be forgotten that the valuation of XTrader Arb (XARB) will be governed
by the law of supply and demand, however, some aspects of the project leave the possibility of an
appreciation, such as:
- Initial buyers, in addition to the extremely advantageous price, will be assured that
the Project will not make any public offering sofa lower than previously offered. Obviously, the
market may offer values lower than those offered in the Public. In the Private Sale, held at the
launch of the Project, the tokens will all be delivered together on 01/01/2022.
- There will be continued liquidity for the token, since part of the funds raised by the
project will be used to monetize in the Automated Strategy Systems of XTrader Softwares LLC and
100% of the profits will be allocated in Exchanges, giving volume and liquidity to the token, aiming
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at a constant and sustainable appreciation.
- XARB will be used not only as a form of payment, but also as discounts on products
and services, initially by XTrader Softwares LLC, but also by other companies in the future.
In addition to what has already been exposed, XTrader Arb (XARB) has been made
with a limited amount of tokens, in other words, with a high possibility of scarcity in the market.

3. XTrader Arb (XARB) Details
1. Token Details
COMPLIANCE ........................... BEP-20
Name .......................................XTrader Arb
Symbol ..................................... XARB
Decimals ................................. 8
Quantity .................................100,000,000
Token Contract. ............. 0xcfc09173ac350a36d156253c4c4492e3f2ec1e7d

2. Wallets
Private Sale ......................................... 0x50809ba1cac76e9c73f5c0c77bb7afeb03ac1600
Treasure............................................. 0x84b431480dfffa04C5449Dfdf80227EDcF39a2Db
Emergency Reserve Fund ................ 0x42d9e7d8400c2f1b3f00dfe37f4de6a3ec81300b
Creators of the project………………………… 0x5a613b415fdb3e16999ad73dd18f62937854e5c9
Marketing ..........................................0x640d2a0051df7008f568104fd12add00db44b4ba
Administrative .................................... 0xa9dc74ba67a2434412975da99befd596d38d3285

4. Conclusion
The existence of Binance Smart Chain technology for BlockChain enabled the creation
of XTrader Arb (XARB), a utility token to be used in payments and discounts of products and
services, initially by XTrader Softwares LLC.
Even though it is not an investment token, the advantages and usabilities exposed nest
and White Paper make the token extremely attractive to every audience, whether investors,
holders or users of XTrader products and services.
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